Abstract-Slow
I. INTRODUCTION
A polycrystalline superconducting magnetic cupshield (hollow cylinder with one end closed) was placed in an external axial field , and the field inside the shield was measured as a function of time.
was chosen near the critical threshold of the shield. Empirical curve fitting is consistent with a largely diffusive mechanism of flux leakage. The mechanism we propose involves flux lines that exist between the grains. The field is low and in the regime of the Meissner effect. Flux motion is statistical but tends to be in the direction of decreasing flux density, much like the diffusive motion of chemical species tends to be in the direction of decreasing concentration. As the motion is statistical and the flux density gradient is limited by the low field regime, flux diffusion is expected to be a slow process. Data collected using a shielding device in an applied field much larger than the critical threshold suggest a logarithmic time dependence. Since both shields show field leakage on similar time scales ( 10 s) we suspect that the mechanism may be similar. In this paper we show that a logarithmic time dependence at a high applied field is consistent with flux diffusion. The slow field leakage associated with polycrystalline superconducting material could have a significant effect on the operation of devices made from such material.
The mixed state of a Type II superconductor contains magnetic flux lines in the form of quantized fluxoids, each having flux [1] . The motion of fluxoid bundles (flux creep) in the presence of a magnetic pressure gradient is described well by the Kim-Anderson model [2] . Thus the mechanism of flux creep involving bundles of fluxoids moving from pinning site to pinning site occurs in and , where is the lower critical field and is the lattice-glass transition temperature ( is generally ). The activation energy required for a fluxoid bundle to leave a pinning site is supplied by thermal energy [2] . Motion to another pinning site is aided by the Lorentz force, [2] . If and are low enough, the rate of flux creep approaches zero ("critical state") [2] . Theoretical work done by Anderson [2] predicts that supercurrents will decay logarithmically. This implies that the internal field has a logarithmic time dependence which was found experimentally by Kim et al. [3] . The bundle hopping rate in the Kim-Anderson model is taken to be 10 -10 s [4] so the time scale is 10 -10 s. Fast movements of bundles of 50 or more fluxoids (avalanches) have been detected and monitored in the vortex state in the presence of a slowly ramped applied field by Field et al. [5] . Fluxoid avalanches have often been compared to avalanches of metastable sandpiles [5] - [7] . Shi and Wang [8] have shown that a self-organized criticality model for flux avalanche dynamics predicts a logarithmic time dependence. For our data that were taken at high applied field (70-90 G), it is therefore reasonable to expect avalanche behavior to occur, thus consistent with the logarithmic time dependence.
Although we found a logarithmic time dependence when the field is high (but still lower than ), our time scale is several orders of magnitude larger than that of the Kim-Anderson or avalanche models. In this paper we show that near the critical threshold of a polycrystalline shield which is much lower than , the internal field supports a diffusive model, and that at higher applied fields a logarithmic time dependence (which we have seen) is still compatible with a flux diffusion model. In our model the critical state equation [9] , [10] is used to derive a time dependent critical current density.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The superconducting cupshield was made at Midwest Superconductivity, Inc. by coating a hollow MgO cylinder (closed at one end) with Tl Ba Ca Cu O (Tl-2223) thick film on both the inner and outer surface as shown in Fig. 1 . To coat the MgO cylinder, Tl-2223 was ground to powder of average grain size of 1-5 m using an agate mortar and pestle. The powder was then mixed with an organic binder, brushed on the surface of the MgO cylinder, and left to stand for several hours to flow and become near uniform in thickness. The cylinder was then heated in O at 400 C for several hours so as to oxidize and volatilize the organic material leaving a coating of Tl-2223. The sample was subsequently heated at 850-900 C in O for a short time to improve the film density and grain-grain contacts.
The dimensions of the MgO cylinder are given as follows: The thickness of the film is 1/2 mm. In our analysis the shield was treated as a shield with walls of thickness .
Our setup for measurement is shown in Fig. 2 . For the field measurement, a flux gate magnetometer sensor was placed at the bottom of the shield along its axis. The magnetometer used was a Bartington MAG-01H Single Axis Fluxgate Magnetometer with circuitry as shown in Fig. 3 . The shield was then placed inside a solenoid which provided an external field. The entire arrangement was placed inside a -metal container and immersed in liquid nitrogen inside a Dewar. It is assumed that the field in free space near the superconductor surface (the sensor location) is uniform and equal to the field on the inner surface of the cupshield.
The solenoid was connected to a current source which was controlled by a computer and calibrated to provide the appropriate axial external field . The sensor was connected to the magnetometer which was read by the computer at 1-s intervals.
The critical field for the shield is defined as the value for which the internal field becomes time dependent. We believe for a polycrystalline material is closely associated with fluxoid movement through grain boundaries. Thus the establishment of time dependence is gradual rather than abrupt, so actually has a range of values. For the shield used in this experiment the critical range is about 5-10 G.
The timed measurements of were taken using a computer program. Readings were taken at 1-s intervals for 700 s at each value of immediately followed by 700 s with the direction of reversed. values used were 5-8 G. In an effort to reduce any initial nonzereo field present inside the shield, the first reading for each applied was subtracted from all readings in that cycle. was then plotted against time.
For the high field measurements the applied fields used were 70, 80, and 90 G. The shielding device used was a bulk Tl-2223 cylindrical shell as shown in Fig. 4 . Field readings were taken once every 10 s by the computer for a total time The interior field has a logarithmic time dependence as shown in Fig. 5 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Empirical curves of the form were fitted by trial and error to plots of experimental cupshield data. The equations for the empirical curves are given and plotted with data in Fig. 6 . Fig. 7 shows a plot of the difference between the experimental and empirical curves. The largest differences tend to occur at low time values. We believe this is probably due to error introduced in synchronization between the external source and the internal field reading.
It is interesting to compare the empirical results with solutions of the diffusion equation. Diffusion through the cylindrical cupshield must be subject to the following conditions:
is finite constant constant outer radius Cylindrical symmetry (1) Any solution of the diffusion equation that satisfies these conditions has the following form:
The measurements taken in this experiment were taken at so it is appropriate to look at
Recall that the empirical curves, , have the same form as in (3). In order to satisfy the diffusion equation, however, the empirically determined 's must also satisfy the restriction given by the diffusion equation
Replacing assuming is independent of and in cylindrical coordinates.
We obtain
The left side of (4) is given by
Thus equating the expressions in (6) and (7), we must have constant (
Therefore, for a given , there should be an for every such that constant. The empirical 's obey [12] . For G bulk shield data, empirical curves of the form were fitted to experimental plots of applied field versus time. The equations for these empirical curves are given and plotted with the data in Fig. 5 .
At this point we will show that such a logarithmic time dependence at the higher applied field is still compatible with the diffusion model, since the time dependence near the critical threshold appears to have the form of a summation of exponentials. At a higher applied field, more terms must be included, hence the summation becomes an integral where (9) Since is given by the roots of , it is inversely proportional to , the magnetic energy eigenvalue. This can also be written as an integral over an energy distribution,
where is the minimum fluxoid energy. It is physically reasonable to assume that the interior field is a superposition of electromagnetic waves with a Planck energy distribution small (11) Equation (10) then becomes (12) We then assume that is near zero (but not equal to zero). To consider the effect of this assumption, we consider the result if we perform the integrations in (12) , changing the limits to zero and . The first integral gives a very small result, and the second integral gives a large negative result. Equation (12) can therefore be modified to
Performing the first integration and noting that the second integral is a constant yields constant (14)
which shows a logarithmic time-dependence at higher applied fields.
IV. SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION
The time dependence of the internal field of a high shielding device in an axial applied field is modeled as being diffusive. The diffusion model proposed involves flux lines between the superconducting grains in the field regime of the Meissner effect. Flux motion is statistical but tends to be in the direction of decreasing flux density, much like the motion of chemical species diffusing in the direction of decreasing concentration. Measurements taken using a thick film Tl-2223 shield near the critical threshold support such a model. A logarithmic time dependence seen in bulk Tl-2223 shields at higher applied fields is shown to be theoretically compatible with flux diffusion.
While Kim-Anderson flux creep has a logarithmic time dependence, it also requires that the flux density be large enough and the temperature be low enough to form a lattice (and thus bundles). This can happen only if the applied field is greater than (our applied field is much lower than this) and the temperature is very low (much lower that 77 K which is the temperature range of our experiment). Our logarithmic time dependence can be experimentally distinguished from that of Kim-Anderson flux creep and that of avalanche behavior because these two mechanisms occur on a much shorter time scale ( 10 to 10 s) [4] than we observe in our experiment ( 10 s). Because of the above field, temperature, and time scale criteria, we conclude that it is unlikely that the flux lines in our regime of field and temperature move according to Kim-Anderson flux creep or avalanche flux motion. We have proposed a model of flux diffusion between grains that could theoretically occur in our regime of field and temperature, and that is consistent with our data (our data satisfy the diffusion equation).
